Circles/Turns, does remain balanced through both shoulders?
Circles/Turns, does maintain impulsion?
Circles/Turns, does maintain outline?
Circles/Turns, does show suppleness when changing bend?
Transitions Down, does remain in an outline?
Transitions Down, does not fall onto forehand?
Transitions Down, transition is smooth and not abrupt?
Transitions Down, horse moves smoothly away in new pace?
Transitions Down, doesn’t lose energy after transition?
Transitions Down, isn’t against hand?
Transitions Down, remains straight?
Transitions Up, does outline remain consistent?
Transitions Up, does horse move smoothly to next pace?
Transitions Up, does the horse remain straight?
Medium Trot, does show over-track?
Medium Trot, does maintain same tempo as in working trot?
Medium Trot, does lengthen frame slightly?
Medium Trot, does remain in a good outline?
Lateral work, does maintain a consistent positioning?
Lateral work, does show correct bend?
Lateral work, does maintain smooth tempo and true rhythm?
Canter, horse is not quarters in.
Canter, horse is not falling onto outside shoulder on straight.

General, horse is not too deep in outline.
General, horse has no side to side movement in head.
General, is horse steady to the contact?
General, in the give and retake does horse remain balanced?
General, in the give and retake does maintain outline or hollow?
In walk, is there a true 4 time beat?
In medium walk, is there an over-track and activity?
In working trot, does the horse track up?
Does move freely forwards, or is rider pushing all the time?
Simple change through walk, remain straight or quarters swing?
Free walk on long rein, does take contact forward + down?
Free walk on long rein, does have more over-track and be active?
Stretching in trot, does tempo remain same, does stretch down?
Halt, is square?, is straight?, does remain attentive,? steps back?
Leg yield, does stay straight? Do quarters get left behind?
Demi-pirouette walk, does hind feet keep stepping in time?
Demi-pirouette walk, does hind feet keep stepping in time?
Medium canter, shows longer strides within same tempo?
Medium canter, does show smooth transitions into and out of?
2 half 10m circles change rein, shows an instant of straightness?

	
  

